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REBELS SAILING ROCK HALL BY BILL SELICK
We drove down on Thursday with the threat of a major weather system coming through.
There were tornadoes in the mid-west, hurricane warnings, and a cold front meeting a major
warm front. As Jim and I left my house around 2 pm, the temperature was a frigid 60 degrees,
but the rain had gone away (up in NJ). We drove trouble-free all the way to the Maryland border
with the top down. Then, I got a text from Bob Zimmer saying "Put the top up, quick!". We
looked for an overpass, but didn't find one and got off our exit for Route 299 just as the downpour
began. Having put the top up, we drove for a 1/2 hour in a very dramatic storm with lightening
strikes all around us. When we arrived at the Chester River Club, the sun was shining again, and
there was nobody around. Bob Z. had abandoned his boat, and Dan Leon has already put his in
the water earlier in the day. We rigged and launched using their brand-new hoist, and drove our
trailer down to Rock Hall 30 miles away in total sunshine.
The next morning, we headed back up to Chester only to be greeted by a delay-of-race. The
winds were around 19 MPH with gusts well up towards 25. The Race Committee decided delay
to noon, when the winds were less gusty. By noon, Phil Faulkner (now from Arizona) decided that
he wouldn't skipper John Washburn's boat in the heavy wind, so Jean Zimmer bailed out too and
let John crew for Bob. Neal Robb opted out as well since Nick Tanis is still recovering from last
year's race, and was looking for a more gentle ride. Dan Leon's crew also (understandably) got
spooked by the high winds, so Dan pulled his boat out and trailered it down to Rock Hall.
The race started promptly at noon with far fewer participants than in the past due to the
weather report. The race started with a downwind start, and the puffs still howling. Everyone was
tense in anticipation. We all started safely and rounded the first bend not knowing what to expect.
Luckily, the weather improved immediately, and the velocity went down to 16 MHP with very few
heavy puffs. One of the Cat's went over at this point, giving us all a moment of caution about the
powers of nature. In the past, this race has taken 3-5 hours to complete. 4182 crossed the finish
line just as the clock hit 2 PM, making this a 2 hour race! I finished right behind the first
Wayfarer, and Bob Zimmer came in right behind the 2nd Wayfarer. With our corrected
Portsmouth times, only 1 catamaran beat us, so we came in 2nd and 3rd respectively.
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Rebels Sailing Rock Hall

continued
Saturday started the one-design racing, and the Rebels got
our own start for our Nationals. There were 10 teams present,
but only 9 boats because Bruce Nowak couldn't find a working
mast, so he left his boat in his driveway. Everyone had an
excuse for not showing this year, which is unfortunate since this
was a beautiful venue, and the sailing was really excellent all
weekend. Dave Nickels bought Kevin, his son, along as crew.
We were all taking side bets to see which Nickels was going to
walk off the boat alive at the end of the weekend. (Kevin
collected all the money since neither of them fought at all ;>)
I'm not going to go into details of what happened during the
races because none of it is flattering for me, and there were no
real major blunders that would be entertaining to you either.
Let it suffice that Jim and me were always on the wrong side of
the course, and were mediocre at best. (Much of that
performance might be attributable to the Zimmer's endless
stream of Gin & Tonics on Friday night, or perhaps my crew's
bottle of The Lash, a really nice spiced rum… just saying) We
were done with giving out the awards by 3 PM, and back in the
car heading up north. Somehow, we lost the Zimmers at a red
light, but found the best BBQ joint in Delaware just past the
Middletown High School. I pulled into my driveway at 7 PM,
fully exhausted, and looking forward to next year.
I believe here are the unofficial results:
1: Dave Nickels
2: Mary Vorel
3: Dan Leon
4: Neal Robb
5: Bill Selick
6: Bob Zimmer
7: John Washburn
8: Jay Topping
9: Al Vorel
10. Bruce Nowak (DNS)
Since Bruce didn't get a chance to sail, and Al needs more
practice (just kidding, Al) they both pledged to come back East
for our summer Districts Regatta the weekend of Aug 3. I'm
hoping that they will encourage others to join them. We should
all make an effort to show up that weekend so that they will
want to come again next year.
Bill Selick
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Jay’s 3rd place finish behind Dave and Mary.
Giving way to a Workboat in the bay;
yes, the Markboat did drop the starting mark on
their line of crab pots! Sorry
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Jun 15, 2013
Spring meeting at Rock Hall Yacht Club, Rock Hall, MD.
Commodore Bruce Nowak called the meeting to order at 7:15 PM.
A proposed budget for 2013 was reviewed and approved. The NRCA will donate $150 to the Rock Hall youth
sailing program and a $100 to the Southport Junior Sailing Foundation.
After a discussion on ways to improve junior participation, Grand Rapids bid for Nationals for 2014 was
approved.
Dan Leon is continuing to search for a builder that will be more active in marketing the Rebel.
Mary Vorel requested that we put together a calendar for 2014 at our next meeting. This will help us get our
program into the various calendars that are reviewed by interested sailors.
The slate of officers nominated for 2014:
Commodore –
Mary Vorel
Vice Commodore – Dan Leon
Rear Commodore – Kevin Nickels
All other Officers and Directors will carry over from 2013.
The meeting was adjourned at 8:25 PM.
No new business or old business.
Submitted by Neil Robb - Secretary/Treasurer

Dan’s 1st place finish
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Enjoy the

Eastern Shore
Rock Hall is one port of call that Sharon and I enjoy for
many reasons. Sayde, our newest granddaughter at 5.5 months,
with Melissa are tops on our list as they joined us for the
weekend. Above the two pose in the evening sun on the lawns of
the Moonlight Bay Inn and Marina where we stayed the
weekend. Our host Robert Santangelo created some wonderful
breakfasts for us and the bay provided a quite reprieve from the
bustle of life, making the Inn another excellent reason to come.
As this was a father’s day weekend Jay was able to crew with
daughter Alice who resides in nearby D.C.. Pat said that we
should expect more family as more of their family was on the
way to watch the races. Unfortunately I didn’t get to meet those
folks as I spent the afternoon on the markboat helping out and
taking pictures. Below you can see Jay and Alice move
downwind as they headed out to the line on Saturday. On
Sunday Pat was able to spend some time with Sharon, Melissa
and I and oh boy what a tale we heard. Not to worry guys,

nothing to do with birthing highlights or such. More like about
how Pat stunned Jay into silence by following his advise of letting
nature take its course. All of this, of course, required the nanny’s
approval first! Now if that don’t just tickle your gizzard. And yes
its all about you Alice, who apparently is going to grad school in
New York City this fall. (Sell the car before you mom does!)
Sharon and I also got to spend with Mary Seraphinoff
spouse of Nick who is a Wayfarer sailor out of the Bayview Yacht
Club on the Detroit river. In addition to sharing our meals at the
Inn, we met up with Mary at the Kitchen in Rock Hall. Despite
the need for more seats, they were full up when we arrived
around noon, we decided to enjoy our meal on the front patio.
And boy were we happy that we did. Good food, good price and
great hospitality were enjoyable served to us that Friday
afternoon. Like the Moonlight Bay Inn, Sharon and I just added
another good reason to travel down by the bay.
next page
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Enjoy the Eastern Shore

... continued

Sharon and I made one more stop in town before heading
back to the club. Not exactly my favorite, but Sharon has
always been a quilter so over to Village Quilting we did go.
There we met Donna Mercer who hails from Texas but has
found a happier home on the Eastern Shore. A retired banker,
Donna has a full size quilting machine that does nothing good
for my worry lines every time Sharon sees one! Friendly as
anybody on the Eastern Shore, it was good to make her
acquaintance and we wish her luck on her new business
adventure in Rock Hall.
Earlier in the day, Sharon and I did a bit of sight seeing in
the Eastern Neck Wildlife Reserve. As you may recall, budget
cuts have closed down many our National Forest offices so we
were on a self-guided tour. In anticipation of the layoffs of
forest rangers you will note the new signage closing off portions
of the park from the public. Apparently not everyone can read
english or at least pretend not to, and we do have it on pretty
good authority that whatever trees were planted were washed
out as there not much land beyond that were the person is
standing. In fact its about twenty foot down and thirty across to
the next land mass that was at that same level.
I’m not sure that you will be able to the white caps on the
water past the outer land mass, but the Bay was frothy white as
the remains of a storm whistled on through. Which is why, as
Bill noted, most of the Rebels and a lot of other one-designs
decided not to sail in the down river race.

R
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Commodore’s Corner
As always, I’m indebted to my wife Sharon whose love and
support help me manage the many challenges that our life has been
throwing at us of late. Nothing tragic, drastic or even
disheartening, just more on the plate than there seems to be room
for. And, it is in that regard I’m thankful that Mary has offered to
take the helm next year.
Being Commodore is, in many ways, a thankless role filled
with many demands that are accompanied by little support. So as
our young champion takes the helm I’d suggest holding a steady
course changing what needs it, leaving the rest alone.
We brought ten skippers to Rock Hall this year as an
experiment. An experiment mostly to discover what it is like to
hold a national championship using the host club’s sailing
instructions. How many might travel, the reaction to the travel all
in hopes of making it simple to become part of any of our own
fleets’ home club’s annual regatta. Thus, the weekend regatta
would require a floating date for our national championship in
order to reduce the amount of work any of our host clubs may
have to do.
The experiment is on the one hand a success. A success
because ten families thought enough of the Rebel class to make the
journey from the midwest or down the busiest interstate in the
USA to race at Rock Hall. A success in that the quality of race
management was not much different than what have been getting.
From what I heard, and believe you me I’ve heard plenty, Lee
pretty much chased the wind around the Bay as we do on our own
ponds weekly. Well its good to know imperfection knows no
boundaries no matter how big your pond is.
If our little experiment made anything perfectly clear, the
clarity is that travel costs for the attendees was burdensome. True,
there is the matter of one-hundred and twenty dollars worth of

tolls traveling both ways on the turnpike. The cost of fuel (which
was lower than anything we pay here in Michigan) was still
considerable none-the-less. And, then there is that little matter of
a ten hour drive. Yet these are the identical burdens that our
Awosting friends have often reminded the midwest fleets of
when our one eastern fleet is asked to travel west.
The matter of distance then predicts that we should have
larger participation at our 2014 regatta scheduled for Reed Lake
at the Grand Rapids YC. Although we do not yet have a date, it
seems to make sense to hold our championship during their
annual regatta which is held in the weekend after Labour Day.
This year the date is the 7th a & 8th of September. Although
Mary & Pat we’re adamant about including the juniors in this
schedule, I’d remind all of us of what Ed Cox told us after
Grand Rapids held the weekend nationals in 2011. Life would
have been a lot easier if the junior championship were held at a
different time as most one-designs do today.
The logic of combining the Junior and Senior
Championships dates back to the days when the Rebel was a
parent-child dominated one-design class. Today our class is no
longer a parent-child class. We are a class that has more
grandparents than it does have parents. This is not say we give
up on the juniors, but we have to mange those races based on
who might be available at any of our home fleets. And thus the
principle reason we left the junior championship at Clark Lake.
Clark Lake has three families with five experienced juniors and
two newer sailors who most likely will race in our regatta.
It is a good fit this year, but what will be next year is hard to
say so far in advance. But in this instance I agree with Ed Cox
and believe that holding separate events simplifies planning and
reduces the work load when we combine our national events
with an existing weekend venue. Given the relative weakness of
most of our fleets, it is the most prudent path.
To update everyone on the relative strengths of each fleet
we only need to look at amount of sailors racing home and
away. Jack Sanderson advised us that Rebels are not currently
racing on Coldwater Lake. Given that Jack is now racing a MC
on Eagle Lake, it would appear that we shouldn’t expect them to
be any time soon. Des Plaines has taken a couple of hits with
skippers retiring and their boats migrating to Reed Lake. Despite
having a great group of juniors, those young folks have their own
Lasers or Sunfish to race so Clark Lake is wobbly as we are
getting but 3 boats to the line and mine has yet to be one of
them. Lake Fenton may actually have 5 Rebels with the delivery
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of 4900 making them eligible for a fleet designation. That is good
news as is the relative stability in growth found at both Awosting
and Grand Rapids.
The opportunity to build a new fleet on the east coast went
aground when the Wianno Yacht Club choose Lasers as their onedesign fleet. Given that Laser is a world class one-design and we
are struggling to be remembered, we were working with whispering
winds in a disadvantageous current trying to catch that
opportunity. And, it will be against the odds until such time as we
are able to build new Rebels wether that be the Mark V or a yet to
be designed Mark VI. But...
Do we have enough pent up demand that we have a viable
market to build from? Or, will some fleets wither away so that the
growing fleets may meet their local demand? Right now it seems
that we are living the latter while hoping to create-find the former.
It is not a ship that is operating well at all. But it is a ship with a
good crew and good course plotted.
Of our current crew, I would like to thank Neil Robb for all he
has done for our association for the decade we’ve been together on
the board. (Not sure if its the 2nd or 3rd decade, or it sure ain’t the
1st.) Neil has always toiled for us; mostly in the background,
keeping our books and as webmaster leading by keeping us in the
21st century. Although Neil has received the Musselman Award
before, it is an honor to again present him with our highest service
award this July 13, 2013.
Neil and Nick Tanis, shown below, led the entire first race of
our national championship. Unfortunately for Neil and Nick, Dave
and Kevin Nickels had been inching up the whole time. In the end,
when Neil was ready to come about, his crew wasn’t and that was
all the pair of Nickels needed. The reason Nick was ready dates all
the way back to last year’s one-design regatta here in Rock Hall.
Nick wasn’t feeling all that well and Neil had to find a replacement
crew in a hurry. It turns out that ill feeling may well have
been a stroke as Nick was subsequently hospitalized short1y after returning home. In the sportsmanship balloting
it was Nick Tanis who is our 2013 Rex Pierson winner.
Please remember to get all your traveling trophies to
Clark Lake this July 13th for our Board and Membership
meetings that will be held right after the races. We will be
holding our elections at that time as well. If for some reason you are coming only for the meeting, please make a
your reservations so we can have your dinner ready.
Thanks for all your support. Bruce

Brian Hayes Brian@od.northsails.com
Ched Proctor Ched@od.northsails.com

http://onedesign.com
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1st Annual Commodore’s Cup (Down River Race) winners Jim Labate
and Bill Selick.

Commodore’s Cup Second Place Bob Zimmer and John Washburn.
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